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1.  Gas absorption into a liquid layer  (30 points)!!!
One of the largest volume processes in the chemical industries is gas - liquid contacting.  Such 
processes could be “scrubbing” (removal of a component of a gas so as to purify the rest of the 
stream), “absorption” ( addition of a component of the gas into the for reaction or to make “soda 
pop”) or “stripping” (using the gas to remove a component of the liquid).!!
As with any process, capital costs are such that the equipment volume needs to be minimized.  
For a process such as a scrubbing operation, there will be a reduction in total liquid flow if a 
reaction can be used to increase the effective capacity of the liquid.  Further, it is possible that a 
reaction could also increase the flux which would mean a lower contacting area between the 
liquid and gas (hence less volume for the absorption tower.)! !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Let’s examine this issue using fundamental the transport equations. !!
Consider the liquid layer into which a gas, “A”, will be dissolving (/reacting).  The liquid thickness 
is b and the diffusivity of A  in the solvent is DA.   The reaction is first order with a rate law,              
Rvi = - k CA.    You can assume that the concentration of A at y= 0 is CA0 and that at y = -b, there 
is no flux of A through the bottom wall.!!!
a. Write the requisite transport equation and boundary conditions.!
b. Solve the steady-state problem to obtain the concentration profile C[y]!
c. Do a calculation to demonstrate how the value of the reaction rate constant affects the rate 

of absorption.  Presumably the reaction can be shown to be advantageous.!
(You need the flux!  Expand and simplify the result to see how the reaction really acts.)!
d.   Suppose that you have the option of a solvent that is more viscous, and hence has a lower   !
       DA, but has a higher affinity for A, hence a higher CA0, explain the how your answer can !
       help decide which is better. (Use the algebraic form to determine this.)!!



!
2.  Transient diffusion and reaction in a porous membrane (70 points)!!
The “Clark” electrode, (Clark et el. 1953, J Appl. Physiol) has long been a standard tool for 
measuring oxygen concentrations in gas mixtures or liquids.  It works using an electrochemical 
reaction, that consumes oxygen at a metal cathode surface.  To make such probes generally 
useful, the metal electrode is covered with a porous membrane.  The intention of this problem is 
to examine the operation of a Clark oxygen electrode.! !

In the diagram, you can consider 
that you want to measure the 
oxygen concentration Co.  Oxygen 
will diffuse through the membrane 
and react (irreversibly) at the 
electrode surface.  This reaction 
can actually be considered first 
order, (rate per area:) RAi = - K Ci.  
The diffusivity, Di,  will be constant.!!
a.Write down the governing partial 

differential equation and all relevant 
boundary and initial conditions.  (The reaction is occurring on the surface, not within the 
membrane.  Hence the reaction term is not in the PDE!)!!

Consider first that the concentration outside the membrane has been constant for a long enough 
time that all positions in the membrane are at a steady oxygen concentration.!!
b. Find the oxygen profile and calculate the flux.!
c. Explain why the membrane thickness acts as it does in this device.  (Does the thickness 

really affect the flux?)!!
Now consider the transient reaction-diffusion problem.  (All possible partial credit will be given 
so proceed as far as you can on this problem.)!!
d. Explain how the PDE can be reduced to solving an ODE in time.  Provide this equation and 

the boundary conditions.  (The domain is finite so similarity does not work!)!
e. Explain your choice of the set of spatially dependent functions. (One way or the other you 

need the boundary conditions to be homogenous — or you need to propose a “fix”.)  
Breaking the solution into a steady state and a transient piece was demonstrated in class!)!!

For the “make up test”, finish this solution completely for the time dependent 
concentration.!!
f. What time scale do you expect will govern the response of the electrode to changes in 

concentration?  If there is some doubt, list all of the relevant time scales and tell the 
variables that determine each.!

g. Why is the effect of membrane thickness different from the steady state?!!



For these classic devices, the failure mode was the membrane degrading so that liquid would 
directly contact the electrode.  However, when modern lithography techniques are used to make 
arrays of micro scale devices, two problems can arise that are related to migration of metal 
atoms from the electrode into the membrane that covers the electrode.  !
The first is that the membrane diffusivity is reduced and no longer constant.  !!!
h.  For the steady state problem, if the diffusivity is !!!!

,!!!
what spatially dependent differential equation will govern the flux? (Check this!)!!
i.  If metal ions migrate into the membrane there will be some reaction occurring within the 
membrane.  As a first assumption look at the worst case that the metal is uniformly distributed 
within the membrane (and electrically connected) so that reaction will be occurring within the 
membrane.  In this case the rate is likely to be slow compared to diffusion but the reaction will 
now be second order, Rvi = - k Ci2.!!
The electrode will still be intact and thus the reaction will still occur at the membrane surface. !!
Formulate this situation with requisite equations and provide a “correction” to the steady 
state solution from part b when a slow, second order reaction is occurring everywhere 
within the membrane.!!
This is a modification of part b so the diffusivity is constant but the reaction is now second order.    
You could consider this to be a perturbation problem with the parameter that contains the 
reaction constant taken to be small.  (My answer, with 1 term of correction, worked well up to 
the parameter value of 0.4)  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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